
 

PR sites have lost up to 60% visibility on Google: How to
adapt

Numerous articles have been published, primarily in the US, about how Google's recent major algorithm update affects the
press release distribution industry and ultimately global public relations.

According to available studies, the top press release sites-including PR Newswire, Business Wire and PRWeb-are losing
between 60 to 70% of their visibility on Google since the update. It's no secret that Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) can
be tricky, especially with the constant battery of changes and updates that stream from Google. What can you do to stay
on top? For starters, you can focus less on Google and more on high-quality content and exposure.

The perils of a fragile model

What can we learn from the loss of Google visibility experienced by the top press release sites? It demonstrates the fragility
of the model used by these major companies.

In essence, they provide their clients with one thing: online visibility. It's much like putting all of your eggs into one basket.
Hence, they are entirely dependent on Google. When Google makes a change, their model is instantly and adversely
affected.

The benefits of leveraging a "wide angle" model

Press release distribution and monitoring are vital to PR success, but in 2014, online and international reach aren't enough.

Other models to use:

Avoid outdated "do-it-yourself" company models

18 Jun 2014By Nicolas Pompigne-Mognard

The most effective PR tool in Africa is the mobile device. It reaches the broadest market.
Social media reach has grown increasingly important. In fact, Twitter exposure is practically a prerequisite for press
release success.
When it comes to press release distribution in Africa, we've seen the big picture. Instead of focusing services to meet
the solitary need of visibility, we have chosen to focus using a wide angle. As a result, the company's model is not
derailed by the constant shower of Google algorithm updates.
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The model used by major PR companies is outdated and over complicated. Most companies push the client into a "do-it-
yourself" mould, forcing them to fill out a PR form and tackle everything from creation to multimedia upload themselves.

Unlike outdated companies that primarily rely on online reach, a media list which gathers journalists and bloggers is an
effective way to create and distribute country-based press releases.

The beauty of this strategy is its lack of dependence on SEO, ranking and Google Panda; it instead hinges on email
deliverability. A press release distribution service cannot be -only- an automated network of sites that copy and syndicate
news releases online.

APO (African Press Organisation) has been and is the sole press release distributor in Africa since 2006. Their success
has been contingent on choosing a different, stronger model and online visibility is just a small part of the company's
media reach.
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